


Inspired by the innate human desire to connect with 

nature, the Catalina collection is influenced by natural 

elements to create a personalized ecosystem.

The collection highlights the artful grain patterns 

naturally occurring in wood as well as textures found in 

porous stone surfaces that invite memories of a hike in 

the forest or a stroll along the shore.
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CATALINA TWO DRAWER NIGHTSTAND
TA50085.C301

Handsome two drawer nightstand in figured cathedral 
ash available in Dune or Earth with metal pulls in our 
Ember finish and soft close drawers. The top of this 
nightstand is done in our exclusive Mineral finish. It is 
perfect for storing your bedroom necessities both in 
and out of sight.

36 x 19 x 30 in   |   91.40 x 48.30 x 76.20 cm

CATALINA BED
TA83012.C301

The undeniable simplicity of the Catalina Bed captures the essence of calm 
with a classic frame, figured ash 4 way book matched headboard and raila 
with a tapered finished leg. Available in Earth or Dune finish.

81 x 841/2 x 65 in   |   206.00 x 214.90 x 165.10 cm

CATALINA SINGLE DRAWER NIGHTSTAND
TA50092.C301

A modern single drawer nightstand perfect for any 
bedroom. Seen here in clean cut figured ash available 
in Dune or Earth with a textured metal pull in Ember 
finish. Completed with a stone-like porous top in our 
exclusive Mineral finish.

24 x 19 x 30 in   |   61.00 x 48.30 x 76.20 cm

CATALINA DRESSER
TA60041.C301

Sleek seven drawer bedroom dresser made of figured 
cathedral ash available in Dune or Earth with textured metal 
pulls in our Ember finish and soft close drawers.

64 x 21 x 353/4 in   |   162.60 x 53.30 x 90.90 cm

CATALINA HALL CHEST
TA61055.C301

Figured two door hall chest in cathedral ash with peaceful symmetry available in 
Earth or Dune. Completed with textured metal pulls in our new Ember finish and a 
stone-like porous top in our exclusive Mineral finish. Includes an adjustable shelf.

46 x 19 x 38 in   |   116.80 x 48.30 x 96.50 cm

CATALINA CATALINA
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CATALINA TALL CHEST
TA60042.C306

Handsome five drawer tall bedroom chest made of figured ash 
available in Dune or Earth with textured metal pulls in our Ember finish 
and soft close drawers.

40 x 20 x 56 in   |   101.60 x 50.80 x 142.20 cm

CATALINA UPHOLSTERED BED
TA83011.1CGN

A modern eye-catching statement piece, our Catalina Upholstered Bed avaiable in your 
choice of our Dune or Earth finish with a smooth straight grain exposed oak trim.

813/4 x 86 x 64 in   |   207.40 x 218.60 x 162.60 cm

Upholstered in Fawn - UP6169 Fabric 
Trim: Welting

CATALINA THREE DRAWER NIGHTSTAND
TA60040.C306

Aesthetically pleasing three drawer nightstand made 
of figured cathedral ash in artful grain patterns. 
Available in Dune or Earth with textured metal pulls 
in our Ember finish and soft close drawers.

32 x 19 x 30 in   |   81.30 x 48.30 x 76.20 cm

CATALINA CATALINA
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TA63007.C301

Earth Finish

CATALINA BOOKCASE
TA63007.C306

Modern two door bookcase in figured cathedral ash available 
in Dune or Earth with metal pulls in Ember. Completed three 
exposed fixed shelves in our exclusive porous Mineral finish. An 
adjustable shelf can be found in the cabinet.

44 x 18 x 90 in   |   111.80 x 45.70 x 228.60 cm

CATALINA
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CATALINA MEDIA CABINET
TA61057.C306

Four door media cabinet in figured cathedral ash in an artful grain pattern available 
in either Dune or Earth. Completed with metal pulls in Ember and a top in our 
exclusive Mineral finish. An adjustable shelf can be found in each cabinet.

70 x 21 x 34 in   |   177.80 x 53.30 x 86.40 cm

CATALINA SIDEBOARD
TA61056.C306

Minimalist four door sideboard with peaceful symmetry in figured cathedral ash. 
Available in Dune or Earth with metal pulls in Ember completed with a top done in our 
stone-like porous Mineral finish. An adjustable shelf can be found in each cabinet.

78 x 21 x 38 in   |   198.10 x 53.30 x 96.50 cm

CATALINA CHEST OF DRAWERS
TA60043.C306

Essential three drawer chest made of figured cathedral ash in an artful 
grain pattern with soft close drawers. Available in Dune or Earth with metal 
pulls in Ember finish and top is done in our exclusive porous Mineral finish.

50 x 20 x 38 in   |   127.00 x 50.80 x 96.50 cm

CATALINA DESK
TA71011.C306

Figured cathedral ash desk with artful grain patterns. Four soft close 
drawers available in Dune or Earth with metal pulls in Ember finish.

62 x 30 x 30 in   |   157.50 x 76.20 x 76.20 cm

CATALINA CATALINA
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CATALINA DINING ARM CHAIR
TA41016.1CGN

Solid oak dining arm chair available in your choice of 
Dune or Earth with radio weave caning on the back and 
a comfortable upholstered seat in Fawn fabric.

24 x 251/2 x 36 in   |   61.00 x 64.70 x 91.4 cm

Seat height: 183/4 in (47.62 cm) 
Arm height: 243/4 in (62.86 cm)

Upholstered in Fawn - UP6169 Fabric 
Trim: Welting

CATALINA DINING SIDE CHAIR
TA40016.1CGN

Solid oak dining side chair available in your choice of Dune or 
Earth with radio weave caning on the back and a comfortable 
upholstered seat in Fawn fabric.

20 x 251/2 x 36 in   |   50.80 x 64.70 x 91.4 cm

Seat height: 183/4 in (47.62 cm)

Upholstered in Fawn - UP6169 Fabric 
Trim: Welting CATALINA EXTENDING DINING TABLE

TA54024.C306

Celebrating the natural grain patters of ash, this extension dining table is available 
in your choice of Dune or Earth and includes two 18” leaves.

Open: 133 x 44 x 30 in   |   337.90 x 111.70 x 76.20 cm 
Closed: 97 x 44 x 30 in   |   246.50 x 111.70 x 76.20 cm

CATALINA CATALINA
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CATALINA ROUND DINING TABLE
TA54027.C301

Modern dining table made of figured cathedral 
ash in choice of Earth or Dune.

64 x 64 x 30 in   |   162.60 x 162.60 x 76.20 cm

CATALINA EXTENDING ROUND DINING TABLE
TA54026.C301

Modern extension dining table made of figured cathedral ash 
in your choice of Earth or Dune finished with one 18” leaf.

Open: 72 x 54 x 30 in   |   182.90 x 137.20 x 76.20 cm 
Closed: 54 x 54 x 30 in   |   137.20 x 137.20 x 76.20 cm

CATALINA
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CATALINA DINING ARM CHAIR II
TA41012.1CGO

Solid oak dining arm chair available in your 
choice of Dune or Earth with a comfortable 
upholstered seat and back in Windswept fabric.

24 x 253/4 x 35 in   |   61.00 x 65.30 x 89.00 cm

Seat height: 19 in (48.26 cm) 
Arm height: 241/2 in (62.23 cm)

Upholstered in Windswept - UP6167 Fabric 
Trim: None

CATALINA DINING SIDE CHAIR II
TA40012.1CGO

Solid oak dining side chair available in your 
choice of Dune or Earth with a comfortable 
upholstered seat and back in Windswept fabric.

22 x 261/4 x 351/2 in   |   55.90 x 66.50 x 90.20 cm

Seat height: 19 in (48.26 cm)

Upholstered in Windswept - UP6167 Fabric 
Trim: None

CATALINA
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CATALINA ROUND COCKTAI TABLE
TA51062.C306

Serene circular cocktail table made of figured 
cathedral ash in your choice of Dune or Earth 
finish. The legs of this table are finished in our new 
cool, porous Mineral finish.

54 x 54 x 161/2 in   |   137.20 x 137.20 x 41.90 cm

CATALINA SIDE TABLE
TA50088.C306

Dynamic side table made of figured cathedral ash in your 
choice of Dune or Earth. The legs of this table are done in 
our stone-like porous Mineral finish.

24 x 24 x 24 in   |   61.00 x 61.00 x 61.00 cm

CATALINA COCKTAIL TABLE
TA51059

Intricate rectangle cocktail table made of figured cathedral ash in your 
choice of Dune or Earth finish. The legs of this table are finished in our 
new cool, porous Mineral finish.

48 x 28 x 161/2 in   |   122.00 x 71.10 x 41.90 cm

CATALINA CATALINA
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CATALINA SIDE TABLE II
TA50089.C301

Modern side table made of figured cathedral 
ash in your choice of Earth or Dune with our 
exclusive Mineral finish at the top and metal 
detail at the base of the legs in a bronze finish.

24 x 24 x 24 in   |   61.00 x 61.00 x 61.00 cm

CATALINA COCKTAIL TABLE II
TA51060.C301

Modern parsons style cocktail table made of figured cathedral ash in 
your choice of Earth or Dune with our exclusive Mineral finish at the 
top and metal detail at the base of the legs in a bronze finish.

55 x 26 x 161/2 in   |   139.70 x 66.00 x 41.90 cm

CATALINA SIDE TABLE III
TA50093.C306

Contemporary accent table made of figured 
ash available in Dune or Earth with top in our 
stone-like porous Mineral finish.

213/4 x 213/4 x 24 in   |   55.30 x 55.30 x 61.00 cm

TA50093.C301

Earth Finish

CATALINA ACCENT TABLE
TA50090.C306

Contemporary accent table made of figured ash 
available in Dune or Earth with a top done in our 
stone-like porous Mineral finish.

121/4 x 121/4 x 22 in   |   31.30 x 31.30 x 55.90 cm

TA50090.C301

Earth Finish

CATALINA CATALINA
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CATALINA CONSOLE II
TA53044.C306

Modern parsons style console table made of figured ash in your choice 
of Dune or Earth with our exclusive Mineral finished top and metal 
detail at the base of the legs in a bronze finish.

66 x 14 x 34 in   |   167.60 x 35.60 x 86.40 cm

CATALINA CONSOLE
TA53042.C306

Modern console table made of figured ash in artful grain patterns. Available in your 
choice of Dune or Earth with our exclusive stone-line porous Mineral finish on the top.

68 x 14 x 34 in   |   172.8 x 35.6 x 86.4 cm

CATALINA
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CATALINA BRANCH ACCENT TABLE
TA50091.C306

Contemporary accent table made of figured 
ash available in Dune or Earth with cast metal 
base in our Volcanic finish.

20 x 20 x 24 in   |   50.80 x 50.80 x 61.00 cm

CATALINA BRANCH CONSOLE
TA53045.C306

Contemporary console table made of figured ash available in 
Dune or Earth with cast metal legs in our Volcanic finish and 
done with our stone-like porous Mineral Finish at the top.

68 x 16 x 34 in   |   172.80 x 40.60 x 86.40 cm

CATALINA
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CATALINA ACCENT CHAIR
TA42008.1CGP

Modern solid oak accent chair with brown leather 
cord wrapped around the exposed wood back. 
Comfortable loose seat cushion and back pillow 
are both upholstered in Fawn fabric.

32 x 32 x 34 in   |   81.30 x 81.30 x 86.40 cm

Seat height: 18 in (45.72 cm) 
Arm height: 25 in (63.5 cm)

Upholstered in Fawn - UP6169 Fabric 
Trim: None

CATALINA ACCENT CHAIR II
TA42011.1CGR

Modern solid oak accent chair with brown 
leather cord wrapped around arms. Comfortable 
loose seat cushion and back pillow are both 
upholstered in Marshmallow fabric.

30 x 341/2 x 331/2 in   |   76.20 x 87.40 x 85.10 cm

Seat height: 181/4 in (46.35 cm) 
Arm height: 241/2 in (62.23 cm)

Upholstered in Marshmallow - UP6170 Fabric 
Trim: None

CATALINA
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CATALINA SLIP COVERED CLUB CHAIR
TASU50147-34

Our comfortable Catalina Club Chair is designed with an attached 
slip cover and casual comfort seat cushion for a relaxed sit.

34 x 38 x 36 in   |   86.36 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm.

CATALINA SLIP COVERED SOFA
TASU50147-85

Our comfortable Catalina Sofa is designed with an attached slip cover, three loose back pillows, 
and bench seat in our casual comfort cushion for a relaxed sit. This sofa comes standard with 

two 20” and two 18” throw pillows.

85 x 38 x 36 in   |   215.9 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA SLIP COVERED EXTENDED SOFA
TASU50147-95

Our comfortable Catalina Extended Sofa is designed with an attached slip cover, three loose back 
pillows, and bench seat in our casual comfort cushion for a relaxed sit. This sofa comes standard 

with two 20” and two 18” throw pillows.

95 x 38 x 36 in   |   241.3 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA CATALINA
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CATALINA SLIP COVERED SECTIONAL
TASU50147

Our comfortable Catalina Sectional is designed with an attached 
slip cover, loose back pillows, and bench seat in our casual comfort 

cushion for a relaxed sit. The Sectional comes standard with 20” and 
18” throw pillows.

CATALINA SLIP COVERED LAF CHAISE
TASU50147-41-30

30 x 62 x 36 in   |   76.2 x 157.48 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA SLIP COVERED RAF CHAISE
TASU50147-42-30

30 x 62 x 36 in   |   76.2 x 157.48 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA SLIP COVERED 
LAF LOVESEAT
TASU50147-63-56

56 x 38 x 36 in   |   142.24 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA SLIP COVERED 
RAF LOVESEAT
TASU50147-64-56

56 x 38 x 36 in   |   142.24 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA SLIP COVERED 
LAF SOFA

TASU50147-67-82

82 x 38 x 36 in   |   208.28 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA SLIP COVERED 
RAF SOFA

TASU50147-68-82

82 x 38 x 36 in   |   208.28 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA SLIP COVERED 
LAF CORNER SOFA

TASU50147-53-94

94 x 38 x 36 in   |   238.76 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA SLIP COVERED 
RAF CORNER SOFA

TASU50147-54-94

94 x 38 x 36 in   |   238.76 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA CATALINA
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CATALINA CLUB CHAIR
TASU50148-34

The Catalina Club Chair features a sinuous shaped arm, one comfortable 
loose seat cushion and loose back pillow for ultimate comfort.

34 x 38 x 36 in   |   86.36 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA SOFA
TASU50148-85

The Catalina Sofa features a sinuous shaped arm for ultimate comfort, 
three loose seat cushions and back pillows come standard with two 20” 

and two 18” throw pillows.

85 x 38 x 36 in   |   215.9 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA EXTENDED SOFA
TASU50148-95

The Catalina Extended Sofa features a sinuous shaped arm for 
ultimate comfort, three loose seat cushions and back pillows come 

standard with two 20” and two 18” throw pillows.

95 x 38 x 36 in   |   241.3 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA CATALINA
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CATALINA LAF CHAISE
TASU50148-41-30

30 x 62 x 36 in   |   76.2 x 157.48 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA RAF CHAISE
TASU50148-42-30

30 x 62 x 36 in   |   76.2 x 157.48 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA SECTIONAL
TASU50148-68-82_TASU50148-41-30

The Catalina Sectional features a soft curved arm for 
ultimate comfort, loose seat cushions and loose back 

pillows come standard with  20” and 18” throw pillows.

Shown in right arm facing sofa & left arm facing chaise

CATALINA LAF LOVESEAT
TASU50148-63-56

56 x 38 x 36 in   |   142.24 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA RAF LOVESEAT
TASU50148-64-56

56 x 38 x 36 in   |   142.24 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA LAF SOFA
TASU50148-67-82

82 x 38 x 36 in   |   208.28 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA RAF SOFA
TASU50148-68-82

82 x 38 x 36 in   |   208.28 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA LAF CORNER SOFA
TASU50148-53-94

94 x 38 x 36 in   |   238.76 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA RAF CORNER SOFA
TASU50148-54-94

94 x 38 x 36 in   |   238.76 x 96.52 x 91.44 cm

CATALINA CATALINA
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CATALINA CHANNEL ARM CLUB CHAIR
TASU50149-32

The Catalina Club Chair features a channel detail on the perimeter of the outside back with 
beautifully shaped legs and an incredibly comfortable loose seat cushion and loose back pillow.

31 x 38 x 33 in   |   78.74 x 96.52 x 83.82 cm

CATALINA CHANNEL ARM SOFA
TASU50149-85

The Catalina Channel Arm Sofa features a channel detail at the perimeter of the outside back 
with beautifully shaped legs. Three incredibly comfortable loose seat cushions and back pillows 

are standard with two 20” and two 18” throw pillows.

85 x 38 x 33 in   |   215.9 x 96.52 x 83.82 cm

CATALINA CHANNEL ARM EXTENDED SOFA
TASU50149-95

The Catalina Channel Arm Extended Sofa features a channel detail at the perimeter of the outside 
back with beautifully shaped legs. Three incredibly comfortable loose seat cushions and back 

pillows are standard with two 20” and two 18” throw pillows.

95 x 38 x 33 in   |   241.3 x 96.52 x 83.82 cm.

CATALINA SWIVEL CHAIR
TASU52149

The luxurious Catalina Swivel Chair offers ultimate comfort with a 
form hugging tub back, loose seat cushion and back pillow.

32 x 38.5 x 37 in   |   81.28 x 97.79 x 94 cm

CATALINA CATALINA
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CATALINA CHANNEL ARM SECTIONAL

TASU50149

The Catalina Channel Arm Sectional features a channel 
detail at the perimeter of the outside back with beautifully 
shaped legs. The comfortable loose seat cushions and back 
pillows are standard with 20” and 18” throw pillows.

CATALINA CHANNEL ARM LAF CHAISE
TASU50149-41-29

29 x 62 x 33 in   |  73.66 x  157.48 x 83.82 cm

CATALINA CHANNEL ARM RAF CHAISE
TASU50149-42-29

29 x 62 x 33 in   |  73.66 x  157.48 x 83.82 cm

CATALINA CHANNEL ARM 
LAF LOVESEAT
TASU50149-63-56

56 x 38 x 33 in   |   142.24 x 96.52 x 83.82 cm

CATALINA CHANNEL ARM 
RAF LOVESEAT
TASU50149-64-56

56 x 38 x 33 in   |   142.24 x 96.52 x 83.82 cm

CATALINA CHANNEL ARM 
LAF SOFA

TASU50149-67-82

82 x 38 x 33 in   |   208.28 x 96.52 x 83.82 cm

CATALINA CHANNEL ARM 
RAF SOFA

TASU50149-68-82

82 x 38 x 33 in   |   208.28 x 96.52 x 83.82 cm

CATALINA CHANNEL ARM 
LAF CORNER SOFA

TASU50149-53-94

94 x 38 x 33 in   |   238.76 x 96.52 x 83.82 cm

CATALINA CHANNEL ARM 
RAF CORNER SOFA

TASU50149-54-94

94 x 38 x 33 in   |   238.76 x 96.52 x 83.82 cm

CATALINA CATALINA
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FINISH OPTIONS

Detail of TA60040

EARTH FINISH

DUNE FINISH
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